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  New York Governor Andrew Cuomo has rolled out a coronavirus-inspired poster to symbolize the state’s battle
against the pandemic, but the eccentric artwork – designed by the gov himself – soon became a source of mockery
online.

The governor showed off the new poster during a press briefing on Monday, a busy image modeled after 19th
century political cartoons, peppered with references to the virus and centered on a mountain symbolizing the
state’s “111 Days of Hell.” Emblazoned across the top is a quote from none other than Cuomo himself, exclaiming 
“Wake Up America! Forget the Politics, Get Smart!”

“I think the general shape is familiar to you, we went up the mountain, we curved the mountain, we came down the
other side, and these are little telltale signs that to me represent what was going on,” Cuomo explained while
unveiling the artwork. “From Day 1 to Day 111, it’s roughly scaled and then little visuals of what was going on.”

Beyond the more obvious references to ‘flattening the curve,’ economic shutdowns and social distancing,
however, the poster contains a number of more cryptic and bizarre symbols as well, such as the “Fed Clouds of
Confusion” – represented by clouds labeled after the White House and CDC – below which the “Winds of Fear”
appear to be emitting from a demon-like creature. The new painting also goes out of its way to take a shot at the
commander in chief, featuring US President Donald Trump alone on the moon alongside the text “It’s Just The
Flu,” a detail apparently much beloved by the president’s detractors.

Of course, the art critics of Twitter could not ignore “Boyfriend Cliff,” in which a man sitting in a muscle car –
presumably Cuomo – watches as a youth hangs from a mountainside, seemingly a reference to Cuomo’s previous
public musings about his daughter’s significant other, in which he advised other fathers to never admit they
dislike “the boyfriend.”
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While the dig at Trump went over well with a number of spectators, even some supporters of Cuomo admitted the
poster was a bit of a mess, one deeming it “a graphic designer’s worst nightmare.” Other critics were much more
forceful, with many noting the artwork failed to symbolize the governor’s order to have coronavirus patients sent to
nursing homes, putting vulnerable and elderly residents at risk. Though the state government has downplayed the
effect of the controversial policy, detractors insist it contributed to the more than 6,000 nursing home fatalities
across New York throughout the pandemic.

The Covid-19-themed poster was not Cuomo’s first foray into the visual arts. The governor has commissioned a
number of other posters previously, including one in January depicting his administration as an old wooden ship
navigating “The Sea of Division,” as well as an octopus monster simply labelled “Intolerance.” In June, he also gave
an oddball presser featuring a huge 3D mountain to represent the battle against the virus, a motif that apparently
inspired Monday’s poster.

Also on rt.com ‘One big pile of s**t’: NY Gov. Cuomo’s ‘Covid-19 mountain’ arts & crafts moment fails to
impress 
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